
Hay
Whether you’re furnishing a waiting, meeting or working area, Hay has a 
strength and clarity of design that ensures it works well individually, in larger 
groups and when grouped with other Landscape pieces. Hay shares the same 
aluminium leg as the Track and the Dune table range.
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Hay

Standard Product Information

Fully upholstered seat with moulded foam.
Frame:   Mild steel integrally moulded.
Column:   Mid steel finished in painted metalic silver 
(SEHYAMS& SEHYAMF).
Legs:   Die-cast aluminium 4 star base finished in painted 
metalic silver (SEHYAMS). 
Die-cast aluminium flat 4 star base finished in painted metalic 
silver (SEHYAMF).
Wire frame:   Φ 12.7mm steel wire frame finished in painted 
metalic silver (SEHYAMW).
Feet:    Glide finished in painted metalic silver as standard.  
Castor is as option with up charge (SEHYAMS). 

Glide: 
Standard glides, with 3 other kinds available, with no up 
charge (SEHYAMF). 
Soft glide:   For stone, slate, terracota tiles etc.
Super glide:   For sisal carpet, wool & nylon tiles, cork etc.
Stop glide:   For laminates , smooth wood, marble etc.
Standard clear polycarbonate glide, suitable for soft floors 
(SEHYAMW). 

Upholstery:         
Surface 1:   The fabric of the seat 
Surface 2:    The fabric of the back inner
Surface 3:   The fabric of the back outer

Optional Upcharges
Polished legs & chrome column & chrome glide (SEHYAMS).
Castor with two tone (SEHYAMS).
Polished base & chrome column (SEHYAMF).
Chrome wire frame (SEHYAMW).

Notice
For available fabric information, please refer to matrix in 
the back of the price book.
For more pricing & up charge information, please refer 
to the price book.
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Swivel armchair 
on 4 star base

Swivel armchair 
on flat 4 star base

Swivel armchair 
on wire base


